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What’s Your GHG Inventory?
Everyone’s talking about carbon footprints and controlling those emissions
to limit impacts of climate change. Regardless of how your thought process
is related to climate, the inventory of those emissions is well underway to
manage your contributions.
What that all means is that Monterey County is undertaking the task of developing a
Climate Action Plan, as mandated in the General Plan, and that includes developing
the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) inventory of all things in Monterey County. That
includes all economic sectors, buildings, septic tanks, and solid waste generation (note
that the draft GHG inventory is only for unincorporated areas of our County).
Breaking this down further, when compiling the GHG inventory for Agriculture,
elements that contribute to the overall emissions are livestock management,
agricultural equipment, fertilizer applications, open burning, and water supply.
Yes, water supply, based on electricity usage associated with irrigation pumping and
water-related emissions (agricultural run-off contributes to N2O emissions).
Other areas of GHG emissions include on-road transportation, building energy, solid
waste management, off-road vehicles and equipment, wastewater treatment systems,
and water supply systems.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 02 
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When all is tabulated together, the
DRAFT GHG inventory in Monterey
County attributes fully 33% of all GHG
emissions to Agriculture. “Agriculture
emissions were estimated using data
available from the County, CARB
{California Air Resources Board},
California Department of Food and
Agriculture (CDFA), U.S. Department
of Agriculture, and MBARD {Monterey
Bay Air Resources District},” as stated
in the draft GHG inventory report
issued in January 2022. “Based on
modeling conducted, emissions from
the agriculture sector accounted for
approximately 319,499 MTCO2e in 2019,
or 33 percent of the county’s emissions.”

We also questioned the count of diesel
pumps included for the emissions
inventory, as there have been a large
number of pumps converted to electric
energy using grant programs such as
the Carl Moyer and FARMER programs.
Again, these numbers appear to be
coming from estimates that don’t really
apply to our County.

So, let’s examine this more closely,
as that’s a big number related to food
production and our largest economic
driver of the County. The draft report
details emissions from livestock, which
includes enteric fermentation and
manure management, accounted for
50% of agricultural emissions, while
off-road equipment, including diesel
powered pumps, accounted for 28%
of agricultural emissions. Fertilizer
applications accounted for 22% of
agricultural emissions.

Other GHG emissions, as noted in the
draft inventory, come from on-road
transportation (30%), non-residential
building energy (18%), residential
building energy (8%), and solid waste
(7%). More minor amounts of emissions
come from off-road vehicles and
equipment (non-Ag) and wastewater
treatment systems.

In meetings with the County’s
consultants developing this GHG
inventory, questions were raised about
the number of total heads of livestock
that were included, as well as what
method was used to calculated the total
emissions of these animals. The counts
came from the various reports, including
the USDA Census of Agriculture, and the
calculation method used appears to be
for confined animal operations, which do
not exist here in our County.

Reliance on models and theories doesn’t
always yield the best calculations,
especially in a unique agricultural area
such as the Salinas Valley. Broad scale
models, either from state or federal
sources, are not in great harmony with
our particular brand of agriculture here.

Aiming towards an accurate GHG
inventory is desirable on a number of
levels; this establishes the baseline
of GHG emissions that will be used
to develop management programs
(such as the Climate Action Plan) to
reduce these emissions in the coming
decades, focusing on the areas where
the greatest gains can be made by
managing emissions to the benefit of
each economic sector.
Getting this right is in everyone’s best
interest. We need transparency into
how the calculations were generated,
what models and theories were utilized

that have direct application in our
County, and how carbon sequestration
in farming and ranching operations can
and do offset GHG emissions from food
production.
Agriculture can add a lot to balance the
GHG emissions by including carbon
sequestration into this equation. For
rangeland areas, which are about
400,000 acres in Monterey County, it
is estimated that land use for grazing
contains 10%-30% of the carbon stored
in soils, making this land use critical for
carbon sequestration.
It should be acknowledged that carbon
sequestration in soils and crops is not an
exact science and is difficult to exactly
predict; currently, there are pretty good

tools for row crops like Monterey County,
noting quick turns and multiple crops
per season, so sequestration by these
crops should improve the overall GHG
inventory within the agricultural sector,
but it will take some effort to figure this
all out.
Each farm will, of course, vary in
the amount of GHG emission and
sequestration, and creating a climate
action plan will need to keep in mind
that flexibility is needed to manage
goals for emissions. We cannot be locked
into a one-size-fits-all scenario where
some farms, particularly small farms,
are penalized for their circumstances
or crops produced. We also have vast
amounts of rangeland and vineyards that
contribute to sequestration credits.

Because, after all, it’s about working
the environment to produce the food
products that are part of our healthy
diet. While we should all look at our
carbon footprint and how to manage
our GHG emissions accordingly, the
overriding consideration should be to
keep our working lands in production,
and thus, supporting the employees who
rely on our farming sustainability.
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more than 10,000 employees and
their family members become citizens.
That commitment is now embraced by
Farm Bureau, as the largest general
membership organization in California
agriculture partners with the Immigration
Forum’s New American Workforce
business engagement programs.

How Supporting Citizenship
Can Help Our Workforce
WRITTEN BY: BRYAN LITTLE, FARM EMPLOYERS LABOR SERVICE

California Farm Bureau and the National Immigration Forum’s New American
Workforce are teaming up to make citizenship services available to employees
of California Farm Bureau members who may be eligible for U.S. citizenship.
New American Workforce has agreed
to provide access to its citizenship
application portal, along with free legal
assistance to facilitate completing the
citizenship application. Through Farm
Bureau’s alliance with New American
Workforce, applicants will learn about
the citizenship process, gain access to a
secure online platform and be connected
to a vetted legal service provider who
will review the application remotely
and answer any questions before final
submission to U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services.
This service is available at no cost
to employees of California Farm
Bureau members.
Farm Bureau’s partnership with National
Immigration Forum marks the first
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time such high-quality, low-cost
immigration assistance has been offered
to employees in the agricultural sector.
This cooperative effort with NIF will serve
to secure a viable workforce for California
agriculture’s future.
California is America’s largest agricultural
producing state by dollar value with
America’s largest agricultural workforce.
About one in every three farmworkers
in the U.S. is in California. Researchers
say about 800,000 Californians do some
work in agriculture at some point in the
year. Nationally, 14 million green card
holders reside in the U.S., and more than
9 million are eligible for U.S. citizenship.
Since 2013, the National Immigration
Forum has worked with some of
America’s largest employers to help

“We are grateful to Farm Bureau for
giving us access to nearly 31,000 Farm
Bureau members whose employees
can benefit from the services we offer,”
said Emily Foster, vice president of
Corporate Engagement at the National
Immigration Forum.
For decades, California Farm Bureau has
led agriculture’s efforts in Washington to
create a rational immigration policy.
For example, we support the proposed
federal Farm Workforce Modernization
Act because it recognizes the domestic
workforce needs of agriculture by offering
a path to legal status to foreign-born
employees who are contributing to their
communities, paying their taxes and
raising their families while they work to
produce American’s agricultural bounty.
But many still face difficulty obtaining
legal status.
Passage of the workforce act would
streamline the existing agricultural
worker visa program to accommodate
future needs without displacing
U.S. workers.
Until then, partnering with the National
Immigration Forum is an important
step for farmers, ranchers and their
employees. “Offering farm employees
who are eligible for U.S. citizenship a

low-cost means to access citizenship puts
them on a path to fully share in
the American bounty they work every day
to create,” said Farm Bureau President
Jamie Johansson.
As part of the cooperative effort, the
Immigration Forum and Farm Bureau
are creating a web portal. It will allow
users to input information needed
to complete the N-400 citizenship
application paperwork and provide
access to additional high-quality, lowcost services to help navigate unique
situations in the naturalization process.

have a long-standing and continuing
relationship to agriculture.

their families, and forge prosperous
futures as Californians.

As our workforce is stabilized, our
farm employees can perform the
important, essential work that feeds
America and contributes mightily to
California’s success. They will help build
and support our rural communities.
They will provide for themselves and

BRYAN LITTLE IS DIRECTOR OF EMPLOYMENT
POLICY FOR THE CALIFORNIA FARM BUREAU
AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER OF THE FARM
EMPLOYERS LABOR SERVICE. HE MAY BE
CONTACTED AT BLITTLE@CFBF.COM.

Detailed information and tips are
provided for complicated questions,
and a help desk and technical assistance
services will be available. While the
USCIS application filing fees still apply,
fee waiver eligibility and options can
be explored during consultation with a
legal provider.
The portal can be accessed by California
Farm Bureau members at the Member
Benefits page on Farm Bureau’s website.
Farm Bureau will pay costs to provide
the portal and citizenship services to
employees of Farm Bureau members.
With this partnership, California Farm
Bureau hopes to help create a stable
workforce for agriculture’s future so we
can continue to provide one-third of
the fruit, vegetables and leafy greens
consumed in America.
We can do this with a workforce that
is stable because our employees can
enjoy the benefits and security of
citizenship if they are eligible, or they
may find a path to legal status if they

COMMUNITY GIVING
At American AgCredit, we live and work in the communities
that we serve. In 2020, we donated over $1.2 million to the food
banks, youth agriculture groups and nonprofit partners who are
working every day to improve people’s lives. We are proud to serve
agriculture and the people who feed and clothe the nation.

Scan the QR code

or call 800.800.4865

AgLoan.com/Community
A part of the Farm Credit System. Equal Opportunity Lender.
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The Deadly 1862 California Flood that
Wiped Out and Reshaped the State
WRITTEN BY: KATIE DOWD FOR SFGATE

Like every day that month, it was raining when Leland Stanford awoke on the morning of his inauguration.
The storm pounded the roof of his Sacramento mansion as the soon-to-be California governor dressed in
a neat black suit and ate a leisurely breakfast. A scan of the morning’s newspaper brought only troubles:
Californians bitterly split between Union and Confederacy, and reports of floods in every corner of the state.
Normally, Stanford could walk the short distance to the brand-new state Capitol building. But that day,
Jan. 10, 1862, only the most intrepid or desperate soul would try. So Stanford got into a rowboat and
floated, wave upon wave, to the Capitol.
Two weeks later, the waters still rising, the entire California Legislature packed up and
fled to San Francisco.
1856
LAND SURVEY

“Nearly every house and farm over this immense region is gone. America has
never before seen such desolation by flood,” one local wrote in a letter
to family back east. “... Many houses have partially toppled over;
some have been carried from their foundations, several streets
(now avenues of water) are blocked up with houses that have
floated in them, dead animals lie about here and there —
a dreadful picture.
“I don’t think the city will ever rise from the shock, I don’t
see how it can.”

Californians live with the specter of the
Big One, but many don’t realize “The One”
may not be an earthquake.
One hundred and sixty years ago, the
biggest flood in modern history wiped
out California: 4,000 dead, one-third of
all property destroyed, a quarter of the
state’s 800,000 cattle drowned or starved.
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California went so utterly bankrupt that its
governor, Legislature and state employees
didn’t draw a paycheck for 18 months. The
newly installed telegraph system fizzled,
just the tops of its poles visible under feet
of water, and roads were impassable. Eggs
cost $3 a dozen (that’s $79 adjusted for
inflation, if you thought today’s supply
chain issues were bad).

The catastrophe began with a snowstorm
in the Sierra. In early December 1861,
upwards of 15 feet of snow fell in
California’s eastern mountains. What
followed, modern National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration researchers
believe, was a series of atmospheric rivers.
For 40 days, they kept coming, bringing
warm rain and high winds. All of the fresh

Californians live with the specter of the
Big One, but many don’t realize “The One”
may not be an earthquake.
Sierra snow melted, turning frozen creeks
into raging rivers as the water poured
downstream.
The disaster struck the Sierra towns
first. As rivers overflowed their banks,
the churning floodwaters devoured
everything in sight. Every last bridge in
El Dorado County washed away, taking
with it ferry boats and mills. Several
towns disappeared overnight. Chinese
immigrants, who were already banished
to living in the worst parts of town,
were disproportionately affected. Entire
communities drowned in minutes, a fact
met with characteristic callousness by
white publications.
“The Folsom Telegraph thinks that those
journalists who have centered many of
their energies against Chinese immigration
ought to be shocked at the superiority of
water over their spirit in decreasing the
‘Chinese nuisance,’” the paper joked, “for
it is not to be doubted that two or three
thousand Chinamen have perished in
California since the commencement of the
present rainy season.”

the Central Valley, flooding was up to 30
feet deep. “From the Sierra Nevada to
the Coast Range is apparently one sheet
of yellow rippling water,” the Marysville
Appeal wrote.
To the north, snowmelt and rain combined
to sweep through the burgeoning
settlements near present-day Redding.
“From the head settlement [Weaverville]
to the mouth of the Trinity River, for a
distance of one hundred and fifty miles,
everything was swept to destruction,”
historian John Carr recalled in his 1891
book “Pioneer Days in California.” “Not
a bridge was left, or a mining-wheel or a
sluice-box. Parts of ranches and miners’
cabins met the same fate. The labor of
hundreds of men, and their savings of
years, invested in bridges, mines and
ranches, were all swept away.
“In forty-eight hours the valley of the
Trinity was left desolate.”

Conditions were equally bad in
Sacramento. The town was no stranger
to floods; nestled in the confluence of
the Sacramento and American rivers, the
area flooded almost every year. But this
was unlike anything residents had ever
seen. A levee, built to keep water out,
proved to be too short for the catastrophic
storm. Water first poured in, then it
stayed, turning Sacramento into a watery
punch bowl. The first floors of just about
every home and building in town were
inundated. Sidewalks ceased to exist. The
only viable method of transportation for
weeks was rowboat.
Those who survived next faced starvation
as livestock, farms and trade disappeared
overnight. Many stubborn farmers,
with nothing left but the plot of land
somewhere beneath their feet, refused to
leave. The Butte Democrat told the tale of
one such man, who was seen holding his
beloved pet bulldog above his head as the
floodwaters raged around him. Finally,
as the water began lapping the man’s
armpits, a rescue boat was able to reach
him. He gently nestled his dog in the
boat before clambering in himself. After
thanking his rescuers, he mused aloud,
“I wonder what has become of my wife
and children.”
CONTINUES ON PAGE 8 

After weeks of rain, the earth could absorb
no more. Water began pooling on every
surface, destroying roads, seeping into
homes and smothering flora and fauna.
Sacramento to the San Joaquin Valley —
a distance 300 miles long by 20 miles
wide — was completely underwater. In
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There was some respite, relatively
speaking, in the Bay Area. Although the
deluge overtook nearly every community
there too, the impact was not as
prolonged. The state legislature briefly
relocated to San Francisco, which saw the
upside to its many hills for the first time.
From this lofty perch, they witnessed life
slow to a halt. “Rails, portions of fences,
gates, lumber, saw logs, everything
buoyant enough for the greedy water may
be seen passing downstream,” the Napa
Daily Reporter wrote.
A man named L.H. Powell recalled his
journey from San Jose to San Francisco.
It took 36 hours to navigate the sodden
roads. As he went, he saw bodies floating
past him in the swollen creeks. He
stopped, he said, to retrieve the body of a
boy and leave it where his parents might
find him.
When the waters receded — which in some
parts of California wasn’t until the summer
— the state was forever changed. A quarter
of the economy had been destroyed in the
course of a month, and more than $3.1
billion in damage had been done (dwarfing
the $235 million in damage from the 1906
earthquake over 40 years later).
“Confidence in the future is gone,”
the Placer Herald wrote. “... Build our
Babylonian town as high as we may, the
Heavens are yet above and beyond us.”
But Californians were a hearty bunch, a
self-selected group who braved brutal
ocean passages or deadly overland
crossings to begin new lives in the
West. Accustomed to starting over, the
survivors rebuilt homes, roads and farms.
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Some settlements, like Empire City and
Mokelumne City, became ghost towns.
The ranchos, once California’s dominant
economic system, finally unraveled, and
the remaining massive cattle farms were
broken into smaller parcels.
If a flood of this proportion seems like a
problem of the past, heed this warning:
Scientists believe California is overdue for
another one. Sediment studies by the U.S.
Geological Survey have shown California
tends to flood this badly every 100 to 200
years. The Indigenous peoples of the West
also had stories of catastrophic floods in
their histories. When the rain wouldn’t
stop in 1862, newspapers noted Native
Americans weren’t surprised; their oral
tradition told them such an event was not
uncommon in California history.
Though the past holds warnings, it also
holds hope.
In the aftermath of the great flood,
Sacramento decided to boost up the entire
town. Over the course of the next decade,
every business and home in the flood zone

rebuilt up to 10 feet higher. Some did
this by adding landfill, others jacked up
existing buildings and many just turned
their first floor into a basement.
“The system of raising its buildings has
its advantages,” Mark Twain quipped in
1869. “It makes the floor shady and this
is something that is great in such a warm
climate. It also enables the inquiring
stranger to rest his elbows on the secondstory windows and look in and criticize the
bedroom arrangements of all the citizens.”
Today, Sacramentans walk over the
skeleton of their city. If you want a glimpse
at what remains, you can book a tour with
the Sacramento History Museum, which
takes visitors down into the old alleys
and buildings. But even from street level,
you can still see one vestige of the flood
renovations: colorful glass squares dotting
the old town sidewalks. At first glance,
they seem decorative, but if you view them
from below, their purpose becomes clear.
They’re pretty little skylights, bringing
sunshine down into the former living
rooms of Sacramento.
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Pesticides Are Necessary to
Fight Hunger and Protect
the Environment
WRITTEN BY: DREW JOHNSON FOR WASHINGTON EXAMINER

Thousands of years ago, Sumerians used
sulfur compounds to stop insects, while
early Chinese civilizations deployed
mercury and arsenic against body lice.
These were dangerous chemicals, and
humanity has moved toward safer ways to
control pests.

Within living memory, a scientist wrote
a bestseller declaring “The battle to
feed all of humanity is over.” It was 1968
when Paul Ehrlich declared that humans
had lost the battle and predicted mass
starvation and hundreds of millions of
deaths in the years ahead.
Science made the scientist wrong — and
Ehrlich’s population bomb was defused.
There are more people alive today than
ever before, and yet hundreds of millions
fewer people are hungry. Modern
agricultural technologies, including
genetic modifications, synthetic fertilizers,
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and pesticides to control crop killers
are increasing productivity. As a result,
humans can produce more food
on less land.
This use of technologies isn’t especially
new. Farmers have been genetically
engineering crops since the dawn of
time. For millennia, humans have mixed
seeds and grafted branches to create
varieties of crops that grow better,
produce more food, and are less attractive
to pests. Modern techniques are just
better than ever.
The same thing is true of pesticides.

Because of recent scientific advances,
pesticide toxicity has plunged by 98%,
and growers can use less than ever
before while getting the same results.
The benefits of pesticides are miraculous:
without pesticides, up to 80% of many
crops would be lost, and we would need
much more land to grow enough food to
feed the world’s 7.9 billion humans.
That means fewer places for people to
live, and it means an increase in carbon
emissions.
Agriculture already accounts for 10% of
all greenhouse gas emissions. That
number will increase dramatically if
environmental activists are successful in
vilifying pesticides.
Using pesticides to increase crop yields
without clearing more land for farming
is one of the greatest achievements in
modern history. Here in the United States,
for example, 120 million acres have been

spared because of the modernization of the
agricultural industry since World War II.
As a Stanford University study points
out, “Researchers estimate that if not for
increased yields, additional greenhouse
gas emissions from clearing land for
farming would have been equal to as
much as a third of the world’s total output
of greenhouse gasses since the dawn of
the Industrial Revolution in 1850.”
At the recent climate conference in
Scotland, food security was one of the
primary topics on the agenda. Most of
sub-Saharan Africa is struggling to produce
enough food. Leaders at the conference
agreed that as more crops are planted (on

land cleared of trees and other natural
growth), emissions rise. At the same time,
poverty is greatly worsened and the need
for social welfare increases. Food insecurity
leads to political and social instability.

would devastate the environment and
kill millions of people through famine
and malnutrition, global leaders must
embrace the development of safer, more
efficient pesticides.

Over the next century, the Earth’s
population will swell by more than
2 billion before peaking at about 11
billion people. In order to continue
feeding a growing global population and
producing enough food to keep prices
affordable for even the world’s poorest
people, policymakers will have to make
the right choice.

Scientists must be encouraged to
continue creating new pesticides that
allow farmers to produce more food
from less land. The result will be less
starvation, more healthy people, fewer
greenhouse gas emissions, and more
land in its natural, unfarmed state.

Rather than promoting policies that
seek to eliminate pesticides, which

DREW JOHNSON IS A SENIOR FELLOW AT
THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR PUBLIC POLICY
RESEARCH. HE RESEARCHES ENERGY,
ENVIRONMENTAL, AND TECH POLICY ISSUES.

In the rapidly changing winegrape business it’s important
to stay fresh and relevant. We’ve partnered with Moxxy
for years because we value their strategic guidance as
much as their great creative work. From unique branding
to messaging that truly fits our voice, we trust them to
help us achieve success!
–Jason Smith, CEO

Valley
Farm
Management
HAS MOXXY

Get ahead

www.getmoxxy.com
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Aerated Static Pile Composting Facility, located at the Johnson Canyon Landfill, Gonzales, CA

Compost is the Key to
Climate Smart Agriculture
in Salinas Valley
WRITTEN BY: SALINAS VALLEY RECYCLES

As farms on the Central Coast increasingly experience the effects of the
climate crisis, including hotter summers, longer fire seasons and extreme
droughts, growers must adapt and develop climate smart agriculture that
builds their crops’ resiliency.
California law SB 1383, the Short-Lived
Climate Pollutant Reduction Strategy,
was passed in 2016, to respond to the
climate crisis. Starting this year, the law
will implement statewide organic waste
recycling, in turn increasing compost
available to farmers. The use of nutrientrich compost provides multiple benefits
and should be a key part of any climate
smart soil management plan.
According to CalRecycle, one of the fastest
ways we can address the climate crisis is
to reduce our state’s methane emissions.
Organic waste, like food scraps and yard
trimmings, make up half of our landfill
waste. When organic waste decomposes
in our landfills, it emits 20% of the state’s
methane. Methane is a climate super
pollutant 84 times more potent than
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carbon dioxide. SB 1383 sets the target
of capturing 75% of the state’s organic
waste by 2025. Some of this organic waste
will be diverted away from landfills to be
converted into nutrient-rich compost, in
turn helping to cycle valuable nutrients
back into the soil.
Salinas Valley Recycles is committed to
meeting this goal and turning collected
organic waste into high-quality compost
for our farmers. We recently spoke with
Cole Smith, a Research Associate with
University of California Agriculture and
Natural Resources program, about the
benefits and importance of using compost
to build crop resilience. Through the
Healthy Soils Initiative, Mr. Smith works
with farmers and growers in California to
implement healthy soil solutions.

“Composting can help store more soil
carbon, and research has shown that
compost application can help build
yield resiliency through yield stability,
meaning less fluctuations in year on year
total yields,” said Smith. It does this by
increasing the soil’s organic matter and
therefore its water holding capacity and
nutrient reserves. It also helps diversify
the soil’s biological life. Increased crop
resiliency is especially important in
the Salinas Valley where many fresh
vegetables are grown. “Climate change is
going to threaten these very temperature
sensitive crops,” Smith said, “and
temperatures are increasing as well as
extreme storm events.”
Another benefit of using compost,
according to Smith, is reducing growers’
reliance on synthetic nitrogen fertilizers,
which are regulated due to their
contribution to groundwater and surface
water contamination. “Our research
is showing [growers] can reduce their
fertilizer [use] and achieve the same
yields” by applying compost, said Smith.
This is because compost introduces new
Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potassium, and
micronutrients into the soil and improves
soil nutrient retention.
Farmers can be assured that compost
made from organic waste, like food
scraps, is safe to use on food crops.
Per California pathogen reduction

regulations, compost created in the state
must undergo a heating and stabilizing
process which includes reaching 131
degrees Fahrenheit for 72 hours,
effectively eliminating harmful pathogens
such as E. Coli and salmonella. Vision
Recycling, the company that produces
our compost, uses an Extended Aerated
Static Pile system which uses computers
and forced air to control temperatures
and provide temperature data. Compost
is also tested to ensure that harmful
pathogens have been eliminated.
Growers can request documentation of
these tests from their compost producer.

availability for compost and other
organics amendments.

can continue providing fresh food to the
state and country.

Growers in the Salinas Valley have long
been stewards of our healthy soils. With
climate change becoming more and more
evident and state action being taken to
address it, the time is ripe for growers
to ramp up their soil resilience strategies.
A key component of this is applying
compost and returning food waste
nutrients back into the soil so that we

If you are interested in purchasing
locally produced compost, contact Vision
Recycling at https://www.visionrecycling.
com/products/. Or if your farm has excess
crops or unsellable packaged produce
to be diverted for composting, please
contact Salinas Valley Recycles at: https://
svswa.org/about-us/contact-information/
or call (831) 775-3000.

There are many resources available to
growers who are interested in integrating
compost into their soil management
strategy. One is the California
Department of Food and Agriculture’s
Healthy Soils Incentive Program, which
provides financial incentives to California
growers and ranchers to implement
conservation management practices that
sequester carbon and improve soil health.
Participating growers monitor and collect
data on the climate change benefits of
their management practices. “I would
encourage growers that are interested to
contact their local resource conservation
district. They can help facilitate and
connect you with the incentive program,”
Smith advised.
There are also various online tools that
can help growers plan how to best use
compost in their soil management. The
USDA COMET-Farm tool l helps farmers
plan out management practices that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
their farms. Additionally, the UC Davis
Geisseler Lab provides free online tools
for calculating soil nitrogen and nitrogen
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Buried in the Infrastructure Bill:
Taxing Your Miles Driven
WRITTEN BY: NORM GROOT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MONTEREY COUNTY FARM BUREAU

When the Biden Administration’s
Infrastructure Bill was passed by Congress
and signed into law last year, there was
a little-known provision for a national
program that will test assessing drivers for
the miles driven by their vehicles.

driven, both in private and commercial
vehicles, to provide a basis for establishing
the per-mile tax structure. Passenger
vehicles, light trucks, and commercial
heavy-duty trucks will be included in this
pilot program in all 50 states.

On pages 508-519 of the 2,702-page
bill, there is a pilot program for a
national motor vehicle per-mile user fee
which is basically a long-term plan to
tax drivers for their pavement use. This
pilot program is intended “to provide
recommendations relating to the adoption
and implementation of a national motor
vehicle per mile user fee.” Plain and simple
language in a bill that was hardly noticed.

For those of us in rural counties, like
Monterey County, the road congestion
tax will hit harder because of the further
distances driven for both private trips
as well as commercial transportation of
goods and services. Even some farms and
ranches are miles long, so it is unclear if
just traversing your farm or ranch driveway
will be included in this mileage tax.

Supposedly, volunteers from each state
will test different ways to log their miles
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Several years ago, I participated in a
pilot program for miles driven here in
California. My vehicle at the time was a

medium size SUV, driven mostly for
daily commuting and work-related
activities. I chose to install an electronic
device that plugged directly into the
vehicle’s computer, to track my miles,
which included some off-road travel on
farms and ranches. I also kept careful
track of my fuel expenses (meaning,
my fuel taxes paid, as that is what the
mileage tax is intended to replace, or
so we are to assume).
After several months of driving, reporting
my locations of longer trips on-line, and
numerous surveys, the pilot revealed
that my mileage tax would result in more
revenue for the state than what I had paid
for in fuel taxes. Of course, every new tax
is intended to create more revenue for the
state treasury.

What was really intended in this pilot was
to find out how much electric vehicles could
contribute above and beyond the avoided
fuel taxes, as well as how much fuel tax
would be replaced by a per-mile charge.
While the environmental benefit of electric
vehicles is recognized and encouraged,
avoiding the fuel tax was putting a strain
on state transportation funds.

At what point does privacy enter into this
conversation? Won’t individual privacy
be compromised by the miles-driven
concept yet the federal government
claims to keep our data safe and free from
inadvertent downloads? We are all to be
reminded that the FBI currently mines the
“Whatsapp” website for meta data every
15 minutes every day.

The federal pilot program aims to gather
the same information, meaning how
much of the federal fuel tax can be
replaced by a mileage fee (assuming
there is indeed a repeal of the fuel
tax). The infrastructure bill describes a
variety of methods for collecting this
information: on-board diagnostic devices
(similar to what I installed in my vehicle),
smartphone applications, telemetric data
collected by automakers, data from car
insurance companies, and data collected
from fueling stations.

Also of note is that the Secretary of the
Treasury will establish the per-mile charge
annually, with varying amounts based on
vehicle type. The assumption here is that
commercial fleets will pay more, due to
more miles traveled and the number of
wheels on the pavement, so that means
goods and services will most likely need to
cost more to cover those additional fees.
If successful, this pilot program will justify
a national VMT (vehicle mile tax) to counter
the negative impacts on fuel tax revenues

by the fuel efficiency gains of all vehicles
and the phasing in of electric vehicles.
So, to counter the improved efficiency
of our vehicles we all must give up more
of our privacy and incur a penalty for
living in a rural area. As was stated by
Peter Eckersley of the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, “If you think about it, you’ll
realize that your location history indicates
where you sleep, work, have business
meetings, attend church, attend political
meetings and shop. These facts about
people are astonishingly sensitive and we
don’t want to build a permanent tracking
system for those by accident.”
NORM GROOT HAS BEEN
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF MONTEREY COUNTY
FARM BUREAU SINCE 2010;
HE CAN BE REACHED AT
NORM@MONTEREYCFB.COM.
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Young Farmers & Ranchers Sells Out
Another Crab Feed!
On Saturday, January 29th, Central Coast Young Farmers & Ranchers held their 17th annual Crab Feed, returning to
an in-person event after skipping the 2021 event date due to the pandemic. After two years, it was readily apparent
that folks were anxious to feast and party together!
Tickets sold out two months in advance
of the event! Sitting at tables of eight,
320 enjoyed all-you-can-eat crab, pasta,
salad, and garlic bread … and then
dessert. Dinner was prepared by the
Central Coast Young Farmers & Ranchers
with Savanna Lindow heading the
committee for the event. After dinner,
dancing commenced with a DJ spinning
everyone’s favorite tunes.
Service of food and other logistics was
aided by the Monterey County 4-H
Council volunteers, and Young Farmers
& Ranchers donated a portion of the
proceeds to their organization.
Funds raised from this event go towards
the scholarship program for new and
returning college students majoring
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in an agricultural curriculum. Each
year, Central Coast Young Farmers &
Ranchers awards 10-12 scholarships to

deserving students who graduated from
high school in Monterey and San Benito
Counties.

SAVE THE DATE! 2023 Crab Feed on January 28th

Ag Electrification Program
WHO IS ELIGIBLE?
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Electrifying the Local Ag Industry
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CCCE customers who own commercial agriculture
businesses or businesses directly supporting the
Ag industry located within the counties of Monterey, San
Benito, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz.

WHY ELECTRIFY?

Apply and
Learn More at:

• The Central Coast Ag community communicated an interest
to invest in cleaner technology to improve air quality for
surrounding communities and farmworkers

3Cenergy.org

• Replacing fossil fuel powered equipment with new electric
equipment will reduce regional greenhouse gas emissions

888.909.6227
info@3Ce.org

• Providing extra incentives for small and medium farming
operations will tighten up gaps in equitable access to cleaner
technologies
• Switching to new electric equipment provides cost
savings opportunities

WHEN ARE PROGRAM INCENTIVES
AVAILABLE?
• The Ag Electrification program runs through October 2021 September 2022
• Incentives support up to 70-100% of total project cost, not
to exceed $30,000 (depending on project type)
• Incentives are available on a first come, first served basis until
funds are fully reserved
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Regulations Costs Impact
the Farming Bottom Line
WRITTEN BY: NORM GROOT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MONTEREY COUNTY FARM BUREAU

It’s no secret that the bottom line of farm and ranch operations is getting thinner by the year. These past two years
have brought increased financial challenges related to COVID-19 workplace requirements and disruption in the
marketplace; production costs will continue to increase for labor, supplies and services while the revenue at the
wholesale level will most likely continue to remain flat.
Added insult to injury are the increases in
fuel costs and supply chain issues leading
to inflated prices for fertilizers; the costs
of inputs and energy are increasingly
becoming more impactful to farming’s
financial stability.
Farmers know what it takes to grow
and sell a crop, and are price-takers
generally. Few outside farming realize or
understand the risks involved, including
weather, labor availability, input costs,
and pests; consumers are quick to criticize
the price of food by placing blame on
the farmer. Somehow, public perception
is that food production should be done
without making a profit.
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That’s a big threat to our farms and
ranches; if operations are unable to
maintain financial stability, there will
be changes in farm ownership and land
use that will alter the food production
paradigm, destabilizing many farm and
ranch operations. Or worse, sending that
production off-shore.
One area of the costs-of-doing-business
equation that has dramatically risen is the
cost of compliance with regulations; farms
and ranches of California continue to see
a nearly annual rise in the regulatory
requirements for air, water, logistics, and
workplace rules. The State Water Board is
once again looking at increased fees for
irrigated Agriculture.

Here on the Central Coast a new iteration
of the Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program
was adopted in 2021. A coalition of
agricultural organizations, including
Monterey County Farm Bureau, funded
a study to determine the economic
impacts of this new regulatory program
before it was adopted. What the study
projected is that financial impacts
would exceed the 5% to 6% of the costs
of production that the Regional Water
Board characterized as “small.” That
“small” amount could very well be their
margin per acre of the crops produced.
Of course, the study was ignored during
the adoption process and farms are now
facing significant increases in water
quality monitoring and reporting.

Groundwater quantity is now challenging
all water users to determine how to
balance their resources through SGMA
sustainability plans, submitted in January
and costing millions to develop; these
plans include management practices
and potential water resource projects
which could cost hundreds of millions.
Farms and ranches will be paying for plan
implementation for the next 20 years,
adding significant costs per acre or per
acre foot of water used. For the Salinas
Valley landowners of small farms, this
could be an unsustainable cost.
We should all be mindful of the deferred
maintenance of our reservoirs, providing
critical water storage for aquifer recharge
that the community has to figure out to pay
for, mandated by yet another state agency.
Other regulatory programs challenge
farms and ranches each day. The constant
retirement and replacement of on-farm
and on-road equipment not yet considered
too old to operate is requiring significant
capital. Small farms and ranches are being
pushed into expensive investments that
yield little in beneficial returns to the
bottom line or overall air quality.

claims, high worker compensation rates,
overtime rule changes, and minimum
wage increases all add up to substantial
overhead costs. Since many of our
specialty crops are dependent on hand
harvesting, increasing labor costs reflect
negatively on the bottom line.
Add in all the other costs of doing business
and this becomes an untenable financial
situation for many farms and ranches. Trash
hauling, water recycling, business permits
and fees, fire emergency plans, hazardous
waste disposal … the list goes on and on.
Monterey County Farm Bureau
commissioned a study on the
regulatory cost burdens of lettuce
producers on the Central Coast. What
came back was an alarming 795%
increase in regulatory costs from 20062017, while actual costs of production
increased by 25%. This is should be
a canary-in-the-coalmine indicator of
just how spiraling costs of regulatory
compliance are impacting farming.
Clearly, business economics in California
are hostile towards farm and ranch

operations. Elected officials and activist
groups continue to push more costs onto
agriculture, forcing farms and ranches to
make hard decisions to maintain financial
viability. While consumers may prefer
small farms and ranches to survive, reality
is driving in the opposite direction with
continued regulatory hurdles thrown at
all farms and ranches. Small farms are
giving up and leasing or selling their
land; these are generational family farms
that are no longer financially sustainable.
Cumulative regulatory costs are a big
component of pushing the family farm
into financial ruin.
If we truly desire a domestic food supply
system that produces the bountiful,
cheapest, and safest products for our
nation’s dinner tables each night, our
focus should be on public policy that
supports farming and ranching in the
context that each year needs to be
profitable in order to survive. We should
take the example of other countries where
farming and ranching is supported,
indeed revered, as a necessary element of
a successful economy for food security.

Even before the recent jump in fuel
prices, transportation costs continued to
climb; in an era where farmers depend on
trucking for primary movement of goods,
lowering driving hours creates artificial
cost increases. Significant disruptions
in supply chain management, including
trucking and export capacity, have
multiplied costs exponentially.
Workplace requirements for additional
paid-time-off benefits, increased costs
due to COVID-19 worker safety and health
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Monterey County Farm Bureau
P.O. Box 1449

Salinas, CA 93902

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Phone: 831.751.3100

Email: administration@montereycfb.com
Office Hours: 7:30am - 4:30pm (M-F)

SERVING MONTEREY COUNTY AGRICULTURE SINCE 1917
Agriculture Law
Business & Taxation
Construction
Creditor’s Rights
Estate Planning
Labor & Employment
Litigation
Personal Injury
Public Agencies
Real Estate & Land Use

Client Focused. Relationship Driven.
A Tradition of Excellence Since 1928.
333 Salinas Street

470 Camino El Estero,

Salinas, CA 93901

Monterey, CA 93940

831.424.1414

831.373.3622

nheh.com

